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Bounded Linear Types in a Resource Semiring
Dan R. Ghica and Alex Smith
University of Birmingham, UK
Abstract. Bounded linear types have proved to be useful for automated
resource analysis and control in functional programming languages. In
this paper we introduce a bounded linear typing discipline on a general
notion of resource which can be modeled in a semiring. For this type
system we provide both a general type-inference procedure, parameter-
ized by the decision procedure of the semiring equational theory, and a
(coherent) categorical semantics. This could be a useful type-theoretic
and denotational framework for resource-sensitive compilation, and it
represents a generalization of several existing type systems. As a non-
trivial instance, motivated by hardware compilation, we present a com-
plex new application to calculating and controlling timing of execution
in a (recursion-free) higher-order functional programming language with
local store.
1 Resource-aware types and semantics
The two important things about a computer program are what it computes and
what resources it needs to carry out the computation successfully. Correctness of
the input-output behavior of programs has been, of course, the object of much
research from various conceptual angles: logical, semantical, type-theoretical and
so on. Resource analysis has been conventionally studied for algorithms, such as
time and space complexity, and for programs has long been a part of research in
compiler optimization.
An exciting development was the introduction of semantic [1] and especially
type theoretic [14] characterizations of resource consumption in functional pro-
gramming languages. Unlike algorithmic analyses, type based analysis are for-
mal and can be statically checked for implementations of algorithms in concrete
programming languages. Unlike static analysis, a typing mechanism is composi-
tional which means that it supports, at least in principle, separate compilation
and even a foreign function interface: it is an analysis based on signatures rather
than implementations.
Linear logic and typing, because of the fine-grained treatment of resource-
sensitive structural rules, constitute an excellent framework for resource analysis,
especially in its bounded fragment [13], which can logically characterize polyno-
mial time computation. Bounded Linear Logic (BLL) was subsequently extended
to improve its flexibility while retaining poly-time [5] and further extensions to
linear dependent typing were used to completely characterize complexity of eval-
uation of functional programs [4].
Such analyses use time as a motivating example, but can be readily adapted
to other consumable resources such as energy or network traffic. What they have
in common is a monadic view of resources, tracking their global usage throughout
the execution of the term.
A complementary view on resource sensitivity is the co-monadic one, as ad-
vocated by Mellie`s and Tabareau [18]. The intuition is that the type system
tracks how much resource a term needs in order to execute successfully. This
is quite typical when controlling reusable resources which can be allocated and
de-allocated at runtime, the typical example of which is memory, especially lo-
cal (stack-allocated) memory. In fact this resource-sensitive approach is key in
giving a better semantic understanding of higher-order state [17]. This view of
resources is instrumental in facilitating the compilation of functional-imperative
programming languages directly for resource-constrained runtimes, such as elec-
tronic circuits [8].
2 Bounded linear types over a semiring
Types are generated by the grammar θ ::= σ | (J ·θ) ( θ, where σ is a fixed
collection of base types and J ∈ J , where (J ,+,×,0,1) is a semiring. We will
always take · to bind strongest so we will omit the brackets.
Let Γ = x1:J1·θ1, . . . , xn:Jn·θn be a list of identifiers xi and types θi, anno-
tated with semiring elements Ji. Let fv(M) be the set of free variables of term
M , defined in the usual way. The typing rules are:
Identity
x : 1·θ ` x : θ
Γ `M : θ Weakening
Γ, x : J ·θ′ `M : θ
Γ, x : J ·θ `M : θ′
Abstraction
Γ ` λx.M : J ·θ( θ′
Γ `M : J ·θ( θ′ Γ ′ ` N : θ Application
Γ, J ·Γ ′ `MN : θ′
Γ, x : J ·θ, y : K·θ `M : θ′
Contraction
Γ, x : (J +K)·θ `M [x/y] : θ′
In Weakening we have the side condition x 6∈ fv(M), and in Application we
require dom(Γ ) ∩ dom(Γ ′) = ∅. In the Application rule we use the notation
J ·(x1 : K1·θ1, . . . , xn : Kn·θn) , x1 : (J ×K1)·θ1, . . . , xn : (J ×Kn)·θn (1)
Note. For the sake of simplicity we take operations in the semiring to be resolved
syntactically within the type system. So types such as 2·A and (1 + 1)·A are
taken to be syntactically equal. In the context of type-checking this is reasonable
because semiring actions are always constants that the type-checker can calculate
with. If we were to allow resource variables, i.e. some form of resource-based
polymorphism (cf. [5]) then a new structural rule would be required to handle
type congruences induced by the semiring theory:
Γ, x : J ·θ′ `M : θ J =J J ′
Semiring
Γ, x : J ′·θ′ `M : θ
But in our current system this level of formalization is not worth the complica-
tion.
2.1 Examples
Bounded Linear Logic. If we take J to be resource polynomials we obtain
BLL. A monomial is any finite product of binomial coefficients
∏n
i=1
(
xi
ni
)
; a
resource polynomial is a finite sum of monomials. They are closed under sum
and product and have a semiring structure. The Axiom of BLL is not quite the
same as ours, as we require a unit action on the type of the variable, whereas
in BLL any bound can be introduced, hence the whimsical name of Waste of
Resources for the BLL Axiom. In our system a wasteful axiom is admissible only
if a resource can be decomposed as a sum involving the unit resource, by using
a combination of contraction and weakening.
x : 1·θ ` x : θ
y : J ·θ, x : 1·θ ` x : θ
x : (J + 1)·θ ` x : θ
The intuition of this restriction is that we need at least an unit of resource in
order to use x.
Syntactic Control of Concurrency (SCC). It is possible to use a comonadic
notion of resource to bound the number of threads used by a parallel program-
ming language [10]. This has the advantage of identifying programs with finite-
state models, with applications in automated verification [9] and in hardware
synthesis [11]. If we instantiate J to the semiring of natural numbers we obtain
SCC. However, SCC includes an additive conjunction rule to model sequentiality :
Γ `M : θ Γ ` N : θ′
Γ ` 〈M,N〉 : θ × θ′
This allows to distinguish between sequential and concurrent programming lan-
guage constants, e.g.: seq :!1·com×!1·com( com versus par :!1·com(!1·com(
com. This is an idea borrowed from Reynolds’s Syntactic Control of Interference
(SCI) [23].
This distinction between sequential and parallel composition becomes inter-
esting when contraction is involved, e.g.
λx.seq〈x, x〉 :!1·com( com vs. λx.par xx :!2·com( com. (2)
Note that SCC uses the notation !k− instead of k ·− to indicate resource actions.
Tagged Control of Concurrency (TCC). SCI is akin to SCC where all
bounds are set to 1. This means that in SCI the first term in Eqn. 2 can be
typed, but the second cannot. Both SCI and SCC are complicated semantically
by the presence of the extra additive conjunction because it lacks an adjoint
exponential. The complication is also syntactic as the two composition operators
have peculiarly different signatures (uncurried vs. curried).
Completing the syntactic and semantic tableau by providing both conjunc-
tions with exponentials leads to Bunched Typing [21]. However, it is possible
to have an SCI-like type system without using both additive and multiplicative
conjunctions, but harnessing the power of an expressive enough set of resources.
The elements of the semiring are a system of tags corresponding, intuitively, to
run-time locks that need to be acquired. A notion of safety is introduced for
tags, corresponding to the requirement that locks cannot be grabbed more than
once. The restrictions on terms of an SCI-like type system can be recovered by
imposing the restriction that all tags are safe. The two command compositions,
sequential and parallel, have types:
seqτ1,τ2 : τ1·com( τ2·com( com vs. parτ : τ ·com( τ ·com( com,
for any (safe) tags τ, τ1, τ2 such that τ1 + τ2 is also safe. Note that the two com-
mand compositions (sequential and parallel) now have the same type skeleton
(com ( com ( com) and no extra rules are required. The example terms in
Eqn. 2 can be written in a more uniform way as:
λx.x;x : (τ1 + τ2)·com( com vs. λx.x ||x : (τ + τ)·com( com. (3)
As in SCI, the second one is not a valid term, as the tag (τ + τ) cannot be safe.
The uniformity of the type skeleton is quite important for practical usage.
Under the original SCI, functions that need their arguments to share information
must use an uncurried signature, as opposed to functions that disallow that. A
syntactic distinction that poses a sometimes difficult burden on the programmer.
By contrast, in TCC the tags are inferred automatically by the compiler.
A full description of the type system, its game semantics and an application
to hardware compilation is forthcoming [24].
2.2 Modularity
Given two semirings J ,J ′ their Cartesian product J ×J ′ is also a semiring with
multiplicative unit (1,1′), additive unit (0,0′) and addition and multiplication
defined component-wise. Because there are many different resources one might
want to track in the type system (time, space, energy, bandwidth, etc.) with
significantly different properties, the fact that they can be easily combined in a
modular way can be a quite appealing feature.
2.3 Type inference
We present a bound inference algorithm for the abstract system which works by
creating a system of constraints to be solved, separately, by an SMT-solver that
can handle the equational theory of the resource semiring. In the type grammar,
for the exponential type J ·θ ( θ we allow J to stand for a concrete element
of J or for a variable in the input program; the bound-inference algorithm
will produce a set of constraints such that every model of those constraints
gives rise to a typing derivation of the program without resource variables as
variables are instantiated to suitable concrete values. Type judgments have form
Γ ` M : θ I χ, where χ is a set of equational constraints in the semiring. We
also allow an arbitrary set of constants k : θ, which will allow the definition
of concrete programming languages based on the type system. We allow each
constant k to introduce arbitrary resource constraints χk
x : 1·θ ` x : θ I true ∅ ` k : θ I χk
Γ `M : θ I χ
Γ, x : J ·θ′ `M : θ I χ
Γ, x : J ·θ `M : θ′ I χ
Γ ` λx : θ.M : J ·θ( θ′ I χ
Γ, x : J1·θ′, y : J2·θ′′ `M : θ I χ
Γ, x : J ·θ′ `M [x/y] : θ I χ ∪ {J = J1 + J2} ∪ θ′ = θ′′
Γ `M :J ·θ( θ′ I χ x1:J1·θ1, . . . , xn:Jn·θn ` N :θ′′ I χ′
Γ, x1:J
′
1·θ1, . . . , xn:J ′n·θn `MN :θ′ I χ∪χ′∪{J ′k = J ·Jk | k = 1, n}∪θ = θ′′
The constraints of shape θ1 = θ2 are to be interpreted in the obvious way, as the
set of pairwise equalities between resource bounds used in the same position in
the two types:
σ = σ
def
= ∅
J1·θ1 ( θ′1 = J2·θ2 ( θ′2
def
= {J1 = J2} ∪ θ1 = θ2 ∪ θ′1 = θ′2.
IfM is a model, i.e. a function mapping variables to concrete values, by Γ [M] we
write the textual substitution of each variable by its concrete value in a sequent.
The following is then true by construction:
Theorem 1. If Γ ` M : θ I χ and M is a model of the system of constraints
χ in the semiring J then (Γ `M : θ)[M] is derivable.
2.4 Categorical semantics
We give an abstract framework suitable for interpreting the abstract type system
of Sec. 2. Up to this point the calling discipline of the type system was not
relevant, as there are no side-effects, but for giving an interpretation we need
to make this choice. In order to remain relevant to our motivating application,
hardware compilation, we shall choose the call-by-name mechanism, which is
used by the Geometry of Synthesis compiler.
We require two categories. We interpret computations in a symmetric monoidal
closed category (G,⊗, I) in which the tensor unit I is a terminal object. Let α
be the associator and λ, ρ be the right and left unitors. We write the unique
morphism into the terminal object as !A : A→ I. Currying is the isomorphism
ΛA,B,C : A⊗B → C ' A→ B( C,
and the evaluation morphism is evalA,B : A⊗ (A( B)→ B.
We interpret resources in a category R with two monoidal tensors (, 0) and
(, 1) such that:
J  (K  L) ' J K  J  L (r-distributivity)
(J K) L ' J  LK  L (l-distributivity)
J  0 ' 0 J ' 0 (zero).
The action of resources on computations is modeled by a functor · : R×G → G
such that the following natural isomorphisms must exist:
δJ,K,A : J ·A⊗K·A ' (J K)·A (4)
piR,R′,A : R·(R′·A) ' (RR′)·A (5)
ζA : 0·A ' I (6)
ιA : 1·A ' A (7)
and the following diagrams commute:
J ·A⊗K·A⊗ L·A
1J·A⊗δK,L,A

δJ,K,A⊗1L·A // (J K)·A⊗ L·A
δJK,L,A

J ·A⊗ (K  L)·A δJ,KL,A // (J K  L)·A
(8)
J ·A⊗K·A
J·f⊗K·f

δJ,K,A // (J K)·A
(JK)·f

J ·B ⊗K·B δJ,K,B // (J K)·B
(9)
Natural isomorphism pi (Eqn. 5) reduces successive resource actions on com-
putations to a composite resource action, corresponding to the product of the
semiring. Natural isomorphism δJ,K,A in Eqn. 4 is a “quantitative” version of
the diagonal morphism in a Cartesian category, which collects the resources of
the contracted objects. The commuting diagram in Eqn. 8 stipulates that the
order in which we use the “quantitative” diagonal order to contract several ob-
jects is irrelevant, and the commuting diagram in Eqn. 9 gives a “quantitative”
counterpart for the naturality of the diagonal morphism. Finally, Eqns. 6 and 7
show the connection between the units of the tensors involved.
A direct consequence of the naturality of ρ and I being terminal, useful for
proving coherence, is:
Proposition 1. The following diagram commutes in the category G for any
f : B → C:
B ⊗A 1B⊗!A //
f⊗1A

B ⊗ I ρB // B
f

C ⊗A 1C⊗!A // C ⊗ I ρC // C.
Computations are interpreted in a canonical way in the category G. Types
are interpreted as objects and terms as morphisms, with
JJ ·θ( θ′KG = (JJKR·JθKG) ( Jθ′KG .
From now on, the interpretation of the resource action is written as J instead ofJJKR when there is no ambiguity and the subscript of J−KG is left implicit.
Environments are interpreted as
JΓ K = Jx1 : J1·θ1, . . . xn : Jn·θnK = J1·Jθ1K⊗ · · · ⊗ Jn·JθnK.
Terms are morphisms in G, JΓ `M : θK defined as follows:
Jx : 1·θ ` x : θK = ιJθKJΓ, x : J ·θ `M : θ′K = 1JΓ K⊗!J·JθK; ρJΓ K; JΓ `M : θKJΓ ` λx.M : J ·θ( θ′K = ΛJ·JθK(JΓ, x : J ·θ `M : θ′K)JΓ, J ·Γ ′ ` FM : θ′K = (JΓ ` F : J ·θ( θ′K⊗ J ·JΓ ′ `M : θK); evalJ·JθK,Jθ′KJΓ, x : (J +K)·θ `M [x/y] : θ′K = 1JΓ K ⊗ δJ,K,θ; JΓ, x : J ·θ, y : K·θ `M : θK.
2.5 Coherence
The main result of this section is the coherence of typing. The derivation trees are
not unique because there is choice in the use of the weakening and contraction
rules. Since meaning is calculated on a particular derivation tree we need to show
that it is independent of it. The coherence conditions for the monoidal category
are standard [15], but what is interesting and new is that resource manipulation
does not break coherence. The key role is played by the isomorphism δ which is
the resource-sensitive version of contraction, which can combine or de-compose
resources without loss of information.
The key idea of the proof is that we can bring any derivation tree to a stan-
dard form (which we call stratified), with weakening and contraction performed
as late as possible. A combination of weakenings and contractions can bring
a term to linear form, which has a uniquely determined derivation tree. The
key result is Lem. 3 which stipulates that the order in which contractions and
weakenings are performed is irrelevant.
The following derivation rules is admissible because it is a chain of contrac-
tions and weakenings, followed by an abstraction:
x1 : J1·θ, . . . , xn : Jn·θ, Γ `M : θ′
ACW
Γ ` λx.M [x/xi] : (J1 + · · ·+ Jm)·θ( θ′
where x, xj 6∈ fv(M), for some 1 ≤ m ≤ n, and all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, m ≤ j ≤ n.
Variables x1, . . . , xm are contracted into a fresh variable x and dummy variables
xm+1, . . . , xn can be added.
We denote sequents Γ `M : θ by Σ and derivation trees by ∇. Let Λ(Σ) ∈
{id, wk, ab, ap, co, acw} be a label on the sequents, indicating whether a sequent
is derived using the rule for identity, weakening, etc. If a sequent Σ = Γ `M : θ
is the root of a derivation tree ∇ we write it Σ∇ or Γ `∇ M : θ.
We say that a sequent is linear if each variable in the environment Γ occurs
freely in the term M exactly once.
Definition 1. For a linear sequent, we call a stratified derivation tree the unique
derivation tree produced by the following deterministic algorithm.
MN : The only possible rule is Application and, since the judgement Γ, J ·∆ `
MN : θ is about a linear term, both Γ ` M : J · θ′ ( θ and ∆ ` N : θ′
are linear and there is only one way Γ can be split, unless J = 0. In this
case any resource actions in ∆ can be chosen, since they will be zeroed by
the action of J . To keep the algorithm deterministic we choose zeroes. This
ensures that every resource action in the derivation of N is also 0.
λx.M : We use AWC to give each occurrence of x : J · A in M a new (fresh)
name xi : Ji : A. Each Ji is uniquely determined by the context in which xi
occurs. Note that it is necessary that
∑
Ji ≤ J , otherwise the term cannot
be typed.
x: The only possible rule is Weakening.
Lemma 1. If a linear sequent has a derivation tree then it has a (unique) strat-
ified derivation tree. Moreover, all the sequents occurring in the tree are linear.
Proof. The proof is almost immediate (by contradiction). Linear derivations can-
not use weakening or contractions except where they can be replaced by AWC,
so to construct a stratified tree, we just ned to normalise uses of 0.
We now show that any derivation can be reduced to a stratified derivation
through applying a series of meaning-preserving tree transformations, which we
call stratifying rules.
The Weakening rule commutes trivially with all other rules except Identity,
Abstraction and Contraction, if they act on the weakened variable. In thes cases
we replace the sequence of Weakening followed by Abstraction and/or Contrac-
tion with the combined AWC rule. The more interesting tree transformation
rules are for Contraction.
Contraction commutes with Application. There are two pairs of such rules,
one for pushing down contraction in the function and one for pushing down
contraction in the argument:
Γ, x : J ·θ, y : J ′·θ ` F : J1·θ1 ( θ2
Γ, x : (J + J ′)·θ ` F [x/y] : J1·θ1 ( θ2 Γ ′ `M : θ1
Γ, x : (J + J ′)·θ, J1·Γ ′ ` F [x/y]M : θ2
AL⇐⇒
Γ, x : J ·θ, y : J ′·θ ` F : J1·θ1 ( θ2 Γ ′ `M : θ1
Γ, x : J ·θ, y : J ′·θ, J1·Γ ′ ` FM : θ2
Γ, x : (J + J ′)·θ, J1·Γ ′ ` (FM)[x/y] : θ2
Similarly for pushing down contraction from the argument side and similarly for
rules involving weakening:
Γ ` F : J1·θ1 ( θ2
Γ, x : J ·θ, y : J ′·θ `M : θ1
Γ, x : (J + J ′)·θ `M [x/y] : θ1
Γ, x : (J1 × (J + J ′))·θ, Γ ′ ` F (M [x/y]) : θ2
AR⇐⇒
Γ ` F : J1·θ1 ( θ2 Γ ′, x : J ·θ, y : J ′·θ `M : θ1
Γ, J1·Γ ′, x : (J1 × J)·θ, y : (J1 × J ′)·θ ` FM : θ2
Γ, x : (J1 × J + J1 × J ′)·θ, Γ ′ ` (FM)[x/y] : θ2
Contraction also commutes with Abstraction, if the contracted and abstracted
variables are distinct, x 6= y:
Γ, x : J ·θ, x′ : J ′·θ, y : K·θ′ `M : θ′′
Γ, x : (J + J ′)·θ, y : K·θ′ `M [x/x′] : θ′′
Γ, x : (J + J ′)·θ ` λy.M [x/x′] : K·θ′( θ′′
CA⇐⇒
Γ, x : J ·θ, x′ : J ′·θ, y : K·θ′ `M : θ′′
Γ, x : J, x′ : J ′·θ ` λy.M : K·θ′( θ′′
Γ, x : (J + J ′)·θ ` (λy.M)[x/x′] : K·θ′( θ′′
The rule for swapping contraction and weakening is (types are obvious and we
elide them for concision):
Γ, y, z `M
Γ, y `M [y/z]
Γ, y, x `M [y/z]
WC⇐⇒
Γ, y, z `M
Γ, y, z, x `M
Γ, y, x `M [y/z]
The final rule is to zero-out the resource actions of free identifiers used in deriva-
tions of functions with zero-types.
Γ `M : 0·θ( θ′ Γ ′ ` N : θ
Γ, 0·Γ ′ `MN : θ′
ZO⇐⇒ Γ `M : 0·θ( θ
′ 0·Γ ′ ` N : θ
Γ, 0·Γ ′ `MN : θ′
Proposition 2. The following judgments are syntactically equal
Γ, x : θ, Γ ′ ` F [x/y]M : θ′ = Γ, x : θ, Γ ′ ` (FM)[x/y] : θ′,
Γ, x : (J1 × (J + J ′))·θ, Γ ′ ` F (M [x/y]) : θ2
= Γ, x : (J1 × J + J1 × J ′)·θ, Γ ′ ` (FM)[x/y] : θ2,
Γ, x : (J + J ′)·θ ` λy.M [x/x′] : K·θ′( θ′
= Γ, x : (J + J ′)·θ ` (λy.M)[x/x′] : K·θ′( θ′′.
Proof. The proof of the first two statements is similar. Because Application is
linear it means that an identifier y occurs either in F or in M , but not in both.
Therefore (FM)[x/y] is either F (M [x/y]) or (F [x/y])M . This makes the terms
syntactically equal. In any semiring, J1×(J+J ′) = J1×J+J1×J ′, which makes
the environments equal. Note that semiring equations are resolved syntactically
in the type system, as pointed out at the beginning of this section. For the third
statement we know that x 6= y.
Proposition 3. If ∇ is a derivation and ∇′ is a tree obtained by applying a
stratifying rule then ∇′ is a valid derivation with the same root Σ∇ = Σ∇′ and
the same leaves.
Proof. By inspecting the rules and using Prop. 2.
Most importantly, stratifying transformation preserve the meaning of the se-
quent.
Lemma 2. If ∇ ⇒ ∇′ is a stratifying rule then JΣ∇K = JΣ∇′K.
Proof. By inspecting the rules. Prop. 3 states that the root sequents are equal
and the trees are well-formed. For WC (and the other rules involving the strati-
fication of Weakening) this is an immediate consequence of Prop. 1. For AL and
AR the equality of the two sides is an immediate consequence of symmetry in G
and the functoriality of the tensor ⊗. For CA the equality of the two sides is an
instance of the general property in a symmetric monoidal closed category that
f ;Λ(g) = Λ((f ⊗ 1B′); g) for any A f→ B, B ⊗ B′ g→ C. For ZO the equality is
given by the (zero) isomorphism in the resource category and the ζ isomorphism
(Eqn. 6).
Lemma 3. If ∇,∇′ are derivation trees consisting only of Contraction and
Weakening with a common root Σ then JΣ∇K = JΣ∇′K.
Proof. Weakening commutes with any other rule (Prop. 1). Changing the order
of multiple contraction of the same variable uses the associativity coherence
property in Eqn. 8. Changing the order in which different variables are contracted
uses the naturality coherence property in Eqn. 9.
The lemma above ensures that the AWC rule is itself semantically coherent.
Lemma 4. If ∇ is a derivation there exists a stratified derivation tree ∇′ which
can be obtained from ∇ by applying a (finite) sequence of stratifying tree trans-
formations. Moreover, JΣ∇K = JΣ∇′K.
Proof. The stratifying transformations push contraction and weakening through
any other rules and the derivation trees have finite height. If a contraction or
weakening cannot be pushed through a rule it means that the rule is an ab-
straction on the variable being contracted or weakened, and we replace the rules
with AWC. For the weakening and contractions pushed to the bottom of the tree
the order is irrelevant, according to Lem. 3 The result is a stratified tree. Next
we apply induction on the chain of stratifying rules using Lem. 2 for every rule
application and Lem. 3 for the final chain of weakening and contractions.
Theorem 2 (Coherence). For any derivation trees ∇1,∇2 with common root
Σ, JΣ∇1K = JΣ∇2K.
Proof. Using Lem. 4, ∇1,∇2 must be effectively stratifiable into trees ∇′1,∇′2
with the same root and JΣ∇iK = JΣ∇′iK for i = 1, 2. We first reduce Σ∇i to
a linear form (using contractions and weakenings) then use Lem. 1. The only
difference between ∇′1,∇′2 are the order of the abstractions and permutations at
the bottom of the tree, and the choice of names of variables, both of which are
semantically irrelevant (Lem. 3).
3 Case study: timing analysis
In the sequel we will present a more complex resource semiring which we shall use
in giving a precise type-level analysis of timing. The interpretation of the type
J ·θ( θ′ is that the function needs a schedule of execution J for the argument
in order to execute. Again, note the comonadic interpretation of resources. This
type system is interesting in its own right, as a way of capturing timing at the
level of the type system. A full blown analysis for timing bounds, as part of a
more general approach to certifying resource bounds, has been given before using
dependent types [3]. However, this approach only automates the certification
of the bounds whereas we fully automate the process, at the expense of less
precision.
A schedule J = [x1, x2, . . . , xn] is a multiset of stages xi, which are one-
dimensional contractive affine transformations over R. This means that our read-
ing of time is a relative one. A contractive affine transformation is represented
as xs,p =
(
s p
0 1
)
, where 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ s + p ≤ 1.. The value s is a scaling
factor relative to the unit interval, and p is a phase change, i.e. a delay from the
time origin. For example, x.25,.5 =
(
.25 .5
0 1
)
represents a stage that starts when
1
2 of the duration has elapsed and lasts for
1
4 the duration relative to which we
are measuring. Some extreme values are
(
1 0
0 1
)
which overlaps perfectly to the
reference interval or
(
0 1
0 1
)
which starts at the end of the reference interval and
has zero duration (is instantaneous).
For an example of how schedules are interpreted as type annotations, the type
[x.5,0, x.5,.5]·com( com is of a function that executes its argument twice. First
argument starts instantly and the second starts half-way through its execution;
both take 12 of the execution.
In mathematical terms, schedules are the semigroup semiring of one-dimensional
contractive affine transformations, usually written as J = N[Affc1]. This is a
canonical construction which has the mathematical properties we desire.
Contractive affine transformations enable composition of timed functions in
a natural way, because such transformations compose, by matrix product. Com-
posing time represented as absolute intervals is perhaps possible, but it compli-
cates the rules of the type system significantly. By using relative timing the rules
of the system are clean, at the expense of having a rather complicated final step
of elaborating relative into absolute timings for a closed term (i.e. a program),
as it will be seen in Sec. 3.3.
When we refer to the timing of a computation, and it is unambiguous from
context, we will sometimes use just x to refer to its action on the unit interval
u = [0, 1]. For example, if we write x ⊆ x′ we mean x·u ⊆ x′·u, i.e. [p, s + p] ⊆
[p′, s′ + p′], i.e. p ≥ p′ and s + p ≤ s′ + p′. If we write x ≤ x′ we mean the
Egli-Milner order on the two intervals, x·u ≤ x′·u, i.e. p ≤ p′ and s+ p ≤ s′+ p′.
If we write x∩x′ = ∅ we mean the two intervals are disjoint, x·u∩x′·u = ∅, etc.
Contractive affine transformations form a semigroup with matrix product
as multiplication and unit element I ,
(
1 0
0 1
)
. The semiring of a semigroup
(G,×, I) is a natural construction from any semiring and any semigroup. In our
case the semiring is natural numbers (N), so the semigroup semiring is the set
of finitely supported functions J : Affc1 → N with
0(x) = 0 1(x) =
{
1 if x = I
0 otherwise
(J +K)(x) = J(x) +K(x) (J ×K)(x) =
∑
y,z∈Affc1
y×z=x
J(y)×K(z).
This is isomorphic to finite multisets over Affc1. We use interchangeably whichever
representation is more convenient.
3.1 A concrete programming language
A concrete programming language is obtained by adding a family of functional
constants in the style of Idealized Algol [22]. We take commands and integer
expressions as the base types, σ ::= com | exp.
Ground-type constants are just n : exp and skip : com. Ground-type operators
are provided with explicit timing information. For example, for commands we
have a family of timed composition operators (i.e. schedulers):
compx,y : [x]·com( [y]·com( com.
Both sequential and parallel composition are subsumed by the timed sched-
uler. Sequential composition is a scheduler in which the arguments are non-
overlapping, with the first argument completing before the second argument
starts: seqx,y = compx,y where x ≤ y and x ∩ y = ∅ (which we write x < y).
Parallel composition is simply parx = compx,x, with both arguments initiating
and completing execution at the same time. Schedulers that are neither purely
sequential nor parallel, but a combination thereof, are also possible.
Arithmetic operators and branching (if) are also given explicit timings.
opx,y : [x]·exp( [y]·exp( exp,
ifx,y : [x]·exp( [y]·σ( [y]·σ( σ, x < y.
Note that branching has an additional sequentiality constraint which stipulates
that the guard must execute before the branches are allowed to start executing.
This is not a type-related constraint, but a language-level constraint.
Assignable variables are handled by separating read and write access, as
is common in Idealized Algol (IA). Let the type of acceptors be defined
(syntactically) as the familly accw , [w]·exp( com. There is no stand-alone var
type, instead the reader and writers to a variable are bound to the same memory
location by a block variable constructor with signature:
newσ,J,w1,...,wn : (J ·exp( accw1 ( · · ·( accwn ( σ) ( σ, σ ∈ {exp, com}.
The asymmetric treatment of readers and acceptors is a consequence of using
call-by-name: the read operation is an expression thunk with no arguments, but
the acceptor needs to evaluate its argument which can take an arbitrary amount
of time. For programmer convenience var-typed identifiers can be sugared into
the language but, because the read and write schedules of access need to be
maintained separately, the contraction rules become complicated (yet routine)
so we omit them here.
Example 1. The timings of the IA program new v. v := !v + 1 can be captured
by this typing system. First let us write it in a functional-style syntax where
the occurrences of v are linearized: new(λv1λv2.v2(add v1 1)). The type of this
linearized local-variable binder is new : (exp( acc( com) ( com.
The next step is to determine schedules of execution for the constants. The
typing derivation is
v2:[w]·exp(com ` v2:accw
v1:exp ` v1:exp ` addx,y:[x]·exp([y]·exp(exp
v1:[x]·exp ` addx,y v1:[y]·exp(exp ` 1:exp
v1:[x]·exp ` addx,y v1 1:exp
v2:accw, v1:[w × x]·exp ` v2(addx,y v1 1):com
` λv1λv2.v2(addx,y v1 1):[w × x]·exp(accw(com
for any stages x, y, w. To complete the term we need to apply the binder newcom,[w×x],w.
Written in a fully sugared notation, this term would be: newcom,[w×x],w x :=
!x+x,y 1. We will see later how to choose sensible concrete values for the stages.
3.2 Type inference for pipelining
Computing such detailed timings can perhaps be useful when doing real-time
computation using programs with higher-order functions without recursion, as
this language is expressive enough for implementing, for example, certain digital
signal processing algorithms. However, we will look at a different application mo-
tivated by hardware compilation: imposing a pipelining discipline via the type
system. Pipelining is important because it allows the concurrent use of a hard-
ware component and thus reduces the overall footprint of a program compiled
in hardware. Without it, any concurrently used component is systematically
replicated, a process called serialization [11].
The constraints imposed by the typing system, as seen in Example 1 can
be quite loose, and there can be broad choice in selecting concrete values for
the stages. In some sense this is a bug, because there can be no principal type,
but we will turn it into a handy feature by introducing extra constraints moti-
vated by the platform to which we are compiling the program, in this case one
relying on pipelining. Thus the overall system of constraints will contain type,
language and platform constraints independently of each other, a pleasant degree
of modularity. The rest of the section describes the type inference algorithm.
First an observation: the general recipe from Sec. 2.3 cannot be immediately
applied because there is no (off-the-shelf) SMT solver for N[Affc1]. We need to
run the SMT in two stages: first we calculate the sizes of the multiset (as in
SCC inference), which allows us to reduce constraints in N[Affc1] to constraints in
Affc1. Then we map equations over Aff
c
1 into real-number equations, which can be
handled by the SMT solver. There is a final, bureaucratic, step of reconstructing
the multi-sets from the real-number values. To fully automate the process we
start with the Hindley-Milner type inference to determine the underlying simple-
type structure [19].
Multiset size (SCC) type inference is presented in detail elsewhere [11], but
we will quickly review it here. We first interpret schedules as natural numbers,
representing their number of stages J ∈ N. Unknown schedules are variables,
schedules with unknown stages but fixed size (such as those for operators) are
constants. A type derivation results in a constraint system over N which can
be solved by an SMT tool such as Z3 [20]. More precisely, Z3 can attempt to
solve the system, but it can be either unsatisfiable in some cases or unsolvable
as nonlinear systems of constraints over N are generally undecidable.
As a practical observation, solving this constraint using general-purpose tools
will give an arbitrary solution, if it exists, whereas a “small” solution is prefer-
able. [11] gives a special-purpose algorithm guaranteed to produce solutions that
are in a certain sense minimal. To achieve a small solution when using Z3 we set
a global maximum bound which we increment on iterated calls to Z3 until the
system is satisfied.
Next we instantiate schedules to their known sizes, and to re-run the inference
algorithm, this time in order to compute the stages. This proceeds according to
the general type-inference recipe, resulting in a system of constraints over the
N[Affc1] semiring, with the particular feature that all the sizes of all the multisets
is known. We only need to specify the schedules for the constants:
` 1 : exp I true ` skip : com I true
` opx,y : [x]·σ( [y]·σ( σ I {x 6= I, y 6= I}
` ifx,y : [x]·exp( [y]·σ( [y]·σ( σ I {x < y}
`newσ,J,w1,...,wn : (J ·exp( accw1 ( · · ·( accwn ( σ) ( σ I
∧
i=1,n{0 6= wi}
In the typing for op we disallow an instant response and in the typing for new
we disallow instantanewous write operations.
As mentioned, in the concrete system it is useful to characterize the resource
usage of families of constants also by using constraints, which can be combined
with the other constraints (of the type system, etc.). The language of constraints
itself can be extended arbitrarily, provided that eventually we can represent it
into the language of our external SMT solver, Z3. The constraints introduced by
the language constants are motivated as follows:
op: We prevent the execution of any of the two arguments to take the full inter-
val, because an arithmetic operation cannot be computed instantaneously.
if: The execution of the guard must precede that of the branches.
new: The write-actions cannot be instantaneous.
This allows us to translate the constraints from the semiring theory into real-
number constraints. Solving the system (using Z3) gives precise timing bounds
for all types. However, this does not guarantee the fact that computations can
be pipelined, it just establishes timings. In order to force a pipeline-compatible
timing discipline we need to add extra constraints guaranteeing the fact that
each timing annotation J is in fact a proper pipeline.
Two stages x1, x2 ∈ Affc1 are FIFO if they are Egli-Milner-ordered, x1 ≤ x2.
They are strictly FIFO, written x1 C x2 if they are FIFO and they do not start
or end at the same time, i.e. if xi·[0, 1] = [ti, t′i] then t0 6= t′0 and t1 6= t′1.
Definition 2. We say that a schedule J ∈ N[Affc1] is a pipeline, written Pipe(J),
if and only if ∀x ∈ Affc1, J(x) ≤ 1 (i.e. J is a proper set) and for all x, x′ ∈ J ,
either xC x′ or x′ C x or x = x′.
Given a system of constraints χ over N[Affc1], before solving it we augment
it with the condition that every schedule is a proper pipeline: for any J used in
χ, Pipe(J). Using the conventional representation (scaling and phase), the usual
matrix operations and the pipelining definitions above we can represent χ as a
system of constraints over R, and solve it using Z3.
Implementation note. For the implementation, we enforce arbitrary orders on
the stages of the pipeline and, if that particular order is not satisfiable then
a different (arbitrary) order is chosen and the process is repeated. However,
spelling out the constraint for the existence of a pipelining order C for any
schedule J would entail a disjunction over all possible such orders, which is O(n!)
in the size of the schedule, for each schedule, therefore not realistic. However, if
the systems of constraints have few constants and mostly unknowns, i.e. we are
trying to find a schedule rather than accommodate complex known schedules,
our experience shows that this pragmatic approach is reasonable.
Example 2. Let us first consider the simple problem of using three parallel adders
to compute the sum fx+fx+fx+fx when we know the timings of f . Suppose
f : ([(0.5, 0.1); (0.5, 0.2)]·exp ( exp, i.e. it is a two-stage pipeline where the
execution of the argument takes half the time of the overall execution and have
relative delays of 0.1 and 0.2 respectively. We have the choice of using three
adders with distinct schedules +i : [xi]·exp ( [yi]·exp ( exp (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}) so
that the expression respects the pipelined schedule of execution of f . The way
the operators are associated is relevant: (fx +2 fx) +1 (fx +3 fx). Also note
that part of the specification of the problem entails that the adders are trivial
(single-stage) pipelines. Following the algorithm above, the typing constraints
are resolved to the following:
+1 : [(0.5, 0.265625)]·exp( [(0.5, 0.25)]·exp( exp
+2 : [(0.5, 0.21875)]·exp( [(0.5, 0.25)]·exp( exp
+3 : [(0.5, 0.375)]·exp( [(0.5, 0.25)]·exp( exp
In the implementation, the system of constraints has 142 variables and 357 as-
sertions, and is solved by Z3 in circa 0.1 seconds on a high-end desktop machine.
Example 3. Let us now consider a more complex, higher-order example. Sup-
pose we want to calculate the convolution (∗) of a pipelined function (f :
[(0.5, 0.1); (0.5, 0.2)]·exp ( exp) with itself four times. And also suppose that
we want to use just two instances of the convolution operator ∗1, ∗2, so we need
to perform contraction on it as well. The type skeleton of the convolution oper-
ator is (∗) : (exp→ exp)→ (exp→ exp)→ exp→ exp.
The implementation of f and ∗ are unknown, so we want to compute the
timings for the term
(∗1):Jvi1 ·(J i1·(J ii1 ·exp(exp)→ J iv1 ·(J iii1 ·exp(exp)(Jv1 ·exp(exp),
(∗2):Jvi2 ·(J i2·(J ii2 ·exp(exp)→ J iv2 ·(J iii2 ·exp(exp)(Jv2 ·exp(exp),
f :J3·([(0.5, 0.1); (0.5, 0.2)]·exp(exp) ` (f ∗1 f) ∗2 (f ∗1 f) : θ.
The constraint system has 114 variables and 548 assertions and is solved by Z3
in 0.2 seconds on a high-end desktop machine. The results are:
J i1 = J
iv
1 = J
i
2 = J
iv
2 = [(1.0, 0.0)]
J ii1 = J
iii
1 = J
v
1 = J
ii
2 = J
iii
2 = J
v
2 = [(0.5, 0.1); (0.5, 0.2)]
Jvi1 = J3 = [(0.5, 0.125); (0.5, 0.25); (0.5, 0.375); (0.5, 0.4375)]
Jvi2 = [(0.25, 0.25); (0.25, 0.5); (0.25, 0.625)]
3.3 Absolute timing
This section is a variation of the type system in order to deal with absolute rather
than relative timing. The presentation is more informal, but the formalism of
the previous sections can be applied here if desired.
In our main intended application, hardware compilation, relative timing
rather than absolute timing is relevant. However, for other applications such
as real-time computing absolute timing might be required. We can recover abso-
lute timings for a program (closed term) in two steps. What is interesting here
is the introduction of yet another level of constraints, this times imposed by
the physical characteristics of the computational platform we use. They come in
addition to the structural, language and architectural constraints seen so far.
In the first step we propagate the timing annotations all the way down to
the constants. The constants of the language are families indexed by schedules,
and this propagation will generate the set of all concrete constants used by a
program, with timings given relative to the overall execution of the program.
The function p−q takes as arguments a schedule and a term and produces as set
of language constants. It is defined inductively on the type derivation as follows:
px : 1·θ ` x : θq(J) = ∅
pΓ, x : K·θ `M : θ′q(J) = pΓ `M : θ′q(J), x 6∈ fv(M)
pΓ ` λx.M : K·θ( θ′q(J) = pΓ, x : K·θ `M : θ′q(J)
pΓ,K·Γ ′ ` FM : θ′q(J) = pΓ ` F : K·θ( θ′q(J) ∪ p∆ `M : θq(J ×K)
pΓ, x : (K + L)·θ `M [x/y] : θ′q(J) = pΓ, x : K·θ, y : L·θ `M : θ′q(J)
pk : θq(J) = {k : pθq([x]) | x ∈ J}
pK · θ( θ′q(J) = K · pθq(J) ( pθ′q(J)
pσq(J) = J · σ.
What is the most interesting is the translation of the constants. In the case of
our concrete programming language we have, for example:
pop : [x] · exp( [y] · exp( expq[u] = op : [u× x] · exp( [u× y] · exp( [u] · exp
and so on. This is a constant which executes in interval u, and its arguments
in u× x and u× y, which now represent absolute timings. The reasons that we
collect these constants is because depending on the concrete target platform some
of them may be impossible to implement from a timing point of view. For the
operation above (op), if we work out the numbers we get t1 = u1x1+u1x2+u2 and
t2 = u1y1 +u1y2 +u2 as the respective times when the two arguments terminate,
which means that the duration in which op must compute the result is before
its own termination at t = u1 +u2, i.e. δt = u1−max(u1x1 +u1x2, u1y1 +u1y2).
This δt must be greater than a system-defined constant such as the duration of
one clock cycle (e.g. 1 ns).
For any program `M : com, its set of constants is p`M : σq([d]) where d is
an affine (not necessarily contractive) transform defining its total duration. The
value of d is not known and must be chosen large enough so that all constants
in pMq[d] are implementable.
Example 4. Consider the term ` 1+x,y(2+u,v3) : exp. It is quite easy to calculate
that
p` 1 +x,y (2 +u,v 3) : expq([d]) = {+ : [d× x] · exp( [d× y] · exp( [d] · exp,
+ : [d× x× u] · exp( [d× x× v] · exp( [d× x] · exp,
1 : [d× x] · exp, 1 : [d× x× u] · exp, 1 : [d× x× v] · exp}
Suppose that all the additions can performed in 1 ns and the constants can be
computed instantaneously. These timing constraints are satisfied by d =
(
2 0
0 1
)
,
y =
(
0.5 0
0 1
)
, and x, u, v =
(
0 0
0 1
)
.
4 Related work
The BLL type system has been already generalized by Dal Lago and collabora-
tors to Linear Dependent Types (LDT) [4, 6]. This greatly increases the expres-
siveness of the type system but at the expense of losing decidability. We also
generalize BLL but in a different way, by using an abstract notion of resource.
It is natural to think of resources as having a monoidal structure, as resources
can be aggregated. However, we show that the additional structure of a semiring
can be employed in a useful way to scale resources. Our generalization consists
of replacing the family of modalities !xA of BLL, which are interpreted as A
may be reused less than x times with a general resource action R·A, which is
interpreted as A may use at most R resources. This is a generalization because R
can be simply instantiated to x, giving back BLL. For this abstract type system
we show how the problem of type inference can be naturally reduced to a system
of constraints parametrized by the equational theory of the resource semiring.
Provided this theory is decidable, a type inference algorithm automatically fol-
lows.
We also provide a categorical framework, for which we prove the key result
of coherence. This is the main technical contribution of the paper. Coherence is
an essential technical property because denotational interpretations are given in-
ductively on type derivations, which are generally not unique. This means that
in the absence of coherence a denotational interpretation cannot make sense.
Coherence for a categorical semantics is also the generalization of the subject
reduction property used by operational semantics, as substitution is usually in-
terpreted by composition in the category. Resource-awareness has been usually
modeled operationally, but game-semantic [7] and, more recently, relational mod-
els [16] have been proposed to model resources denotationally.
The same typing framework presented here was developed independently
in [2] (published in this volume), but includes resource actions in covariant po-
sitions so it could be used to model call-by-value languages. For this larger type
system the soundness of the system is proved relative to an operational semantics
with so-called coeffect actions.
The second part of the paper presents a non-trivial motivating application
to timing analysis and automated pipelining of computations in a recursion-free
functional programming language with local store, and is meant to illustrate
several points. The first one is showing a complex notion of resource in action.
The second one is presenting a non-trivial multi-stage type inference algorithm
for this resource. The third one is to show a specialization of the type infer-
ence algorithm in the case of a concrete programming language when language
constants and arbitrary system-level resources can come into play.
5 Conclusion
We have presented an abstract framework for BLL using a more general notion
of resource which can be modeled in a semiring, gave a categorical model and
a proof of coherence. We gave several instances of this general typing frame-
work, depending on several notions of resource, one of which is a fairly elaborate
method for tracking execution time in a higher-order setting. We have not given
concrete semantics here, but denotational (game) models of various program-
ming languages that fit this framework have been developed elsewhere [10, 12,
24].
One methodological feature which seems quite unique for this typing frame-
work, and is amply illustrated in the previous section, is its degree of flexibility
and modularity. In addition to the structural constraints imposed by the type
system we can freely add language-level constraints (e.g. “the if statement is
sequential”), architectural constraints (e.g. “schedules must be pipelines”) and
physical constraints (e.g. “addition can be performed no faster than 1 ns”). Var-
ious passes of the type-inference algorithm collect constraints which, ultimately,
are about what language constants are implementable or not within certain
resource constraints on a particular physical platform. The modularity of the
system is expressed in a different dimension as well. Since the Cartesian product
of semirings is a semiring we can easily combine unrelated notions of constraints,
which is essential in managing the trade-offs that need to be made in a realistic
system.
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